Extracts from the diary of Lone and my travel 6000 kilometres
through China from September the 23rd to October the 7th 2004.

Beijing
Wuhan
Yangtze
Chongqing
Shanghai
Xi’an
Beijing

First stop, Stockholm. Weather dry but cloudy and cold, 14 degrees
Celsius and a spectacular in flight due to the fairylike light, which is
normal this time of year. It is 5pm and only a day after solstice.
It all started with the catalogue from the travel agency. Lone agreed to
listen to me reading about a cruise on Yangtze and she liked it. I
know Lone always need time to swallow my suggestions so being
immediate positive I immediately booked two seats on the net.
China was not on our list for potential goals. Actually we always
avoid countries governed by a regime that makes strangers feel
suspicious and not welcome. Countries like the former Soviet, some
African and South American countries and also Korea and China.
As the decision now was taken I began to read about China and
discovered soon how little I knew.
My son Tom lent me a book about China, written by Arthur Miller
and Inge Morath. This and another one told me that China was more
than short people in grey cotton suits, that they may not have more
than one child pr. family, that they supplied Al Qaeda with weapons
and copied almost everything. This is All wrong and rude against a
nation with 1,3 billion Chinamen who have suffered so much in their
history and now have probably the second strongest economy in this
world.
This country is so very different from my country, and has a culture
much older and richer than any.
But, now we are in Stockholm on our way for new adventures.
Of course there were problems with my luggage. In spite of being well
prepared, no scissor, no aerosol, only one lighter and so forth. We were
just seated, when I was called by officials, to leave the plane, and
there, on the ground, stood an armoured car waiting with my
suitcase. The scanner had discovered two cans of my favorite pipe
tobacco. They could look like bombs or cans of paint. Whatever, I
opened the cans so they could see for them selves and then everything
was OK.
Back on my seat Lone could not hold her laugh. “You again” she
laughed.
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OK, we arrived in Stockholm and Lone found a bar where it was
allowed to smoke. Two large draft beers...only one size available, and
then, - last call for passengers to gate 17.
China Air, a Boeing 767, seat 22 h and j by the aisle. Reasonable
space for my legs, but the flight was late due to connecting
passengers who had not yet arrived.
Finally we took off. They served a good meal with good Chinese red
wine.
The time is 02:30 am Danish time. We had a solid breakfast, too solid
and are about to land in Beijing.
Many in the group are tired. Even though, the time is only 9:45 am.
There are six hours difference between Denmark and China. We had
only four hours of sleep that night.
It’s hot, 26 degrees C. and the mist blocks our view a few hundred
yards ahead. Since we are going to see the Shrine of Heaven, it is a
pity.
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Our luggage is kept in a parking garage, till we later that afternoon,
pick it up.
The group comprises 38 travellers all about our age, and there is a fine
chemistry between us.
A few years ago the streets of Beijing were crowded with bicyclists.
Now it is rare to see one. The progress of China has made it possible for
young people to own a car each. So the traffic is now more chaotic
than then, due to the many cars and barely no regulation.
The mist did not leave much for us to see. We passed maybe 50
kilometres of ugly concrete apartment complexes.
Finally we reached the shrine of heaven, which was a disappointment
to me as I expected to meet advanced arts and found instead theatre
set pieces, even though they were a thousand years old. It was so
crowded with people and street merchants bored us with all kinds of
low barged junk.
At the airport our group was “taken over” by a Chinese guide from the
official Chinese tourist authorities. Thus we were indoctrinated and
brainwashed with information about the people and their rulers and
the glory around every stone we met, and it was not adequate to ask
questions which could not be answered their way.
Likewise it was not popular when Lone and I pulled away from the
group ourselves to study the strange rarities and to spend more time
on what we found more interesting than Ming or Dingeling
dynasties. Names and numbers we anyway had forgotten minutes
after.
A closer look at the ceiling decorations, columns and sculptures
expose a great need for repair or maintenance. Columns are typically
built of wood boards plastered with clay and painted.
The sculptures are blunt without finesse and look like something I
my self could have made. Concrete is filled with cracks, are dirty and
lack paint. No! As I said, I became a little disappointed, but alright, I
was there at the shrine of the Heaven in Beijing, the great area where
emperors through times prayed for a good harvest.
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Besides the places which lack maintenance, roads and everything else
are clean and dressed with numerous of flowers placed decoratively in
pots all over. From October 1st. and the following week the Chinese
celebrate their national day.
We had lunch at a hotel on our way back to the airport. They had a
nice buffet with good Chinese beer.
Some in the group lacked Chinese moneys, but we had some
difficulties finding a place to exchange. The near by bank was closed
and the hotel only changed for guests staying over night. We drove
to another bank, but you cannot imagine how difficult it is to
exchange. Formulas have to be filled out; dollars turned and scanned,
plus stamps on papers.
They told us that false money is made so cleverly, that they are
difficult to expose.
We are seated in a Boeing 737/800 penetrating clouds approaching
Wuhan. The time is 6:30 pm, and we still had only had four hours of
sleep, except for a short nap during the flight. It is getting dark and
after arrival most of us are ready for nothing but a good bed to sleep
in.
Leaving the airport was like arriving at a tropical garden. 25 degrees
C, palm trees - and night.
Then we drove 40 minutes in a coach with no legroom, heading for a
Holiday Inn, a tall building, excellent, as was it the Holliday Inn at
home.
Even though we both were exhausted, we thought that since it was
only 8:30 pm, we better adjust ourselves a little to the day rhythm, so
we agreed to wait a little to go to sleep.
Across the hotel, which is close to the river bench, is a neighbourhood of
Futons, all kinds of sheds and shanties where poor people live. We
went there to find a lot of Chinese people cooking their dinner outside.
The Chinese all smiled to us, welcomed us to their tables. We walked
around smiled back, saw them cook noodles, one would offer us a live
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huge carp, which costs thousands of dollars back home, called Koi for dinner. Another offered us a live chicken to prepare.

A pulsing warm and nice atmosphere, now we felt that we were in
China.
They cooked spring rolls, and noodles, and they choked hens and sold
them cheep.
One place they served cool beer in one litre bottles.
We got company from the group, Stig and Karen but soon also
Jørgen and Karen took seats at our table. Finally Maibritt and Jørgen
came, so it ended up being a whole party.
With gestures and by the help from the entire Chinese family,
payment became a show of its own. We gave them a lot of tips and
still only paid them very little. 8 litres of cool beer served at the table
for 1½ dollars. The Chinese were more than satisfied.
We capitulated and went back to sleep - time 10:00 pm.
24/09
That morning was hidden in the mist. We had no pleasure of the view
from the rotating restaurant at the 27th floor. Dimly we saw the
contours of tall buildings like Manhattan in the centre of the sixth
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largest city of China. Wuhan with 8 million people – and I had never
heard about it.
We shall visit Emperor Zeng Hou Yi’s museum. A great experience.
The road to the museum passed by the summer residence of Mao, a
lake district watered by the Pearl river, beautifully surrounded by
parks and trees. We were told that the underground is penetrated by
tunnels to secure Mao a lot of emergency exits. At Many places along
the river the Chinese grew freshwater pearls. We visited a factory and
were astonished over that one oyster shell could produce over 20 pearls
which in 8 years would obtain reasonable sizes.
The museum began with an excavation where a lot of bronze bells were
explored. Soon many weapons were found and other treasuries.
The items are dated back to 400 BC.
Contradictory to the shrine of Heaven in Beijing, these treasures all
witnessed to a refined art beautifully made with a lot of details. It’s a
small museum and the instruments are copied so you can enjoy the
sounds at a scene where a concert is given every hour.

Wuhan
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Excavated bronze bells
The pearl factory however was a set up for tourists with huge sales
and bargains which could not pass a critical test. Later in Shanghai
we could buy similar pearls half the price. On the cruise I bought a
collier for Lone for only 10 dollars.
The traffic in Wuhan is impossible. The rivers Han and Yangtze
intersect here, and there are only two bridges that cross the rivers
which divide the town in two.
We had lunch at our hotel, Chinese lunch, varied but tasteless. We
also got time for shopping or whatever till we late in the afternoon
drove in a coach toward our ship, where we shall stay the next 5
nights. We stopped at a restaurant on the way to the port for supper, a
Chinese public place for common people, but with better food than what
we had at the hotel.
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The “Yangtze Angel” was a five star only five years old cruise ship. I
do not know why they got the five stars, compared to the cruise we
took around South America earlier this year, three, max four stars is
appropriate.
Our cabin is on the third deck and we also have a small balcony at
our disposal to sit on and enjoy the landscape.
It was dark when we dropped the moorings and silently floated under
the bridges in soft warm air. The black water was coloured by the
lights from the tall buildings, it was less misty but still fairylike
when passing silhouettes of huge steamers where often only the
lanterns were visible.
It was nine pm and we should sail the whole night, to be at the big
dam the following day.
Prices on board are high like prices are in hotels. A bottle of Chinese
red wine cost about 25 dollars; a French red wine cost 300 dollars. A
beer is 3 dollars but every evening they have this Happy Hour where
you get 20% off and may take it with you for dinner.
At a grocer we bought some six packs at a far better price, not allowed
to bring on board of course ...we all still did. Chinese brandy which
wasn’t too bad cost only 12 dollars.
We sat on the balcony till midnight enjoying the warm but humid
night.
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It is Sunday, and the weather is misty and cloudy. Flat landscapes
are passing by, bamboo forest mostly, again not much to see due to
the mist but the huge ships going down stream in the coffee coloured
waters of Yangtze river.
Breakfast was a mix of east and west. After safety instructions, a
briefing about the programme of today followed. It is too windy to sit
at the balcony, maybe the sun will expose it self after lunch.
It did not, but of all the days of misty weather this one was the best.
They showed a DVD movie about the river and I went to a lecture about
Chinese medicine before and now. Acupressure, acupuncture, herbs
and a fist full of faith are all you need, maybe it works...maybe.
The Captain has invited the group for a cocktail party before dinner.
Lone is asleep and we expect more guests to join the ship tonight.

The crew entertained after dinner in The Ball Room.
Well done, we were impressed over their abilities. The cook danced,
waitresses performed a catwalk with silk robes in all colours, and one
of them sang a beautiful song. When the orchestra started playing
and the dancing commenced, we and a few more went to the bar for
coffee and a chat.
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You are awakened every morning with soft Chinese music, monotone
but nice to listen to. After breakfast we followed the sailing through
the great lock which took us to the entrance of the first gorge - the
Xiling Gorge.
It was a magnificent landscape. The river was breaking through the
gorge with its huge vertical cliffs and the sides were almost hidden
behind the mist which barely cut of the sun. The whole day we waited
for an opening and at four pm it happened for me to get a short
glimpse of the sun spreading its rays over the water transforming
Yangtze to a current of melted gold.
A moment and then the eternal current took back its brown look,
blurred by mist.
At 11am we entered coaches waiting for us to bring us to “The three
Gorges Dam” an enormous building complex - greatest in the world.
We followed the work from two platforms. The guides juggled with
lots of figures: the 600 kilometres long lake, Giga Watt, 10.000 cubic
metres of water per second, and others already forgotten.
The day went by full of delays. We were tired, and back on board we
fell asleep after lunch.
Karin and Christian invited us to their balcony for Chinese brandy
after dinner. We then had to end our card game and went to their
cabin.
They had us taste their bottle of Rice spirits …awful.
Tuesday the 28th of September, - up at 6 am to watch the passage
from Xiling gorge into Wu gorge, the most spectacular of the three
gorges. All night went with the passing of the four locks lifting the
ship to 135 metres above sea level.
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This morning blurred the sun, but from the main deck we followed
the incredible landscape where marks on the rocks showed how high
the future water level in 2009 will go. More than a million people are
forced to move from their homes.

The programme of today is: “The three small gorges”.
We had to change to a small river boat when approaching The
Shennan, the shallow waters and the narrow benches.
At the mouth of the Shennan we changed again, now to sampans,
slim long canoes paddled by four half naked men and one
helmsman. Earlier they were completely naked. At some places the
river is so shallow and the current so strong that the paddlers jump in
the water or go ashore to pull the canoe by long ropes made of bamboo.
As we went longer up the stream, the colour of the water changed from
mocha over to grey and again to blue. We were told that it at this
stage is so purified that you can drink it as it is.
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The ravine here is so narrow and thereby so intense. No mist - clear
sunshine – a great adventure. Thousands of years ago the Ba people
threw their dead over the cliffs in coffins made of wood to be hanged
on the cliffs in thick ropes or were left in caves for centuries. Those
coffins can still be seen, it is difficult to locate them, and I only saw
one of them.
From the main deck back on the riverboat we learned the legends
about every peak or peculiar formations we met along the river.

After a good nap we came late to the Happy Hour and the good
Chinese red wine with the brand:” The Great Wall”. That evening went
by quietly. The 28th of September is “The Chinese Moon cake fiesta”
and for that reason they served petite fours in the bar where we joined
a couple from our group.
At half past six we were awakened, - first breakfast and then a shore
to the coach which were to bring us through Wanxian, now called
Wanjoe due to the fact that a great part of the city will be flooded by
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the river. Half a million people live here and since the town is close to
the highway, has its own airport and of course the harbour, it will be a
trade centre for the whole region with its 8 million inhabitants.
The part of the city which will be abandoned is one big slum of ruins
and decay. Simultaneously to the raise of a new modern city.
We went to the market and we visited a silk factory, watched a
catwalk and got time to spend a lot of money on the exposures. Lone
bought a silk pyjamas for Mia.
It was interesting to watch how they cooked the silk cocoons and
extracted the micro fibres to a tiny string of pure silk.

Before lunch we went to a small museum where they amongst other
things could produce one of those coffins the Ba people used for their
dead.
The weather is still rather dizzy and we had rain today. After lunch,
the sun showed its face and the temperature raised to 30º C.
As usual when you are eating, the food is served on a round table, the dishes are so many that they are placed on a rotating plate in the
middle so you have easy access to the food. One has to keep the chop
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sticks clear when one rotates the table. Lone’s red wine got a whack
and soaked the lining,
We just passed the 56 meters and 13 floor tall pagoda ShibaoZhai
from 1545 and are then on level with Zhongxian, the oldest town on
Yangtze.
On the last evening the captain invited the group for a gala dinner.
There was not much gala about that dinner except for a small glass of
sweet wine, but the show afterwards in “The Ball Room” was excellent.
We ended the evening on the balcony of Karin and Christian and
enjoyed the spirit of the adventure, sailing through the warm night
where the view was so blurred that the ship had to beam the riverbank
with its big headlights to find its way on the river.
After breakfast we left the Yangtze Angel and drove by coach to one
of the largest cities of China - Shongqing with its 13 million people,
which comprises 40 % of the municipal with its 32 million.

Through tall blocks of flats, a chaotic traffic with apparently no rules
we went to the Zoo. The humidity was close to 90 and we had a little
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rain underway. We passed the house of Chiang Kai-shek to have
lunch near by.
The head attraction of today was to see the Panda. There were 6 of
them all in fine condition, with a lot of space and nice green
surroundings.

The restaurant was part of the museum of art and the food tasted
better than what we got on Yangtze Angel. Our appetite increased of
course after waiting half an hour for a read light to be green at a cross
road.
We are now over the clouds on our way to Shanghai. Nice to see blue
sky again. We are not seated together but I got an exit seat with good
space for my legs.
Shanghai with its 17 million people is a breathtaking capital which
measures up to any modern capital. The skyline looks like the
skyline of San Francisco, and the narrow spaces between the
skyscrapers are also here packed with slum or what they call hutongs.
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The time from the airport to our hotel was scheduled for an hour, it
took two. Hotel Shanghai Ocean Park, is a magnificent four star
hotel with 27 floors - and a rotating restaurant on the top.
Due to the celebration of the Chinese national day many streets are
closed for traffic. Light chains decorate the streets and there are a lot
of people on the streets.
Like in Wuhan Lone and I strolled around on the streets, found a
place to buy good pants cheap and a small place to enjoy four cool
beers.
I asked a man at the next table if he would take a picture of us. He
became so honoured and when I then took a picture of him; he looked
like I had given him a medal of gold. That was a nice experience before
bedtime in the luxurious hotel of ours.
A thick fog covered the city next morning. The tour on the harbour
was a tour in blur. Later the fog turned into rain. We had lunch at a
Mongolian barbecue restaurant, a nice surprise and a lot better than
the usual Chinese trivialities.
At the same address was a factory where they made hand-woven
Carpets of pure silk. They also produced knit ware of Cashmere wool,
carted from goats contradictory to the wool from sheep which
normally is cut with scissors
A nice cardigan could be bought for 100 dollars. We bought a silk
carpet, still on the loom half made. It would be ready in four months
they promised.
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We got a good bargain and cut the price of 42.000 yang in half.
All the Chinatowns in the world have their origin here in Shanghai.
Here we saw an old fashioned garden. Rain poured down and we
bought two umbrellas for one dollar.
This very Chinese quarter seems to be fake. To me it is more like a
huge flee market with all kinds of things no one really need.
We ordered a Suntory beer on the local Pier Four, Pier Four because a
row of celebrities have been here too, Kennedy for instance.
A wedding party took place and we saw the bride and groom step out
of the chair carried by four Chinamen.
Dinner was served close to the theatre where the world famous Chinese
acrobats perform their show.
The traditional Chinese dinner comprises numerous courses placed on
a roundel so one easily can turn the table till the dish you want is in
front of you. Rice, sweet sour marinated meat, fish formed as rolls,
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braised or cooked, filet from steers in thin slices or as goulash with
potatoes, pork in small chops, soup, often cucumber soup which need
some salt for the taste, noodles, beans, spring onions, roots of Lotus,
some jelly thing, chilli, curly flower, salt , pepper and soya, no bread
but often green tea. Never coffee and to the dinner they serve beer but
seldom wine. We however have wine to every meal. The Great Wall is
an excellent red wine for about 15 dollars.
The acrobat show to me was somehow a scary experience.
It was performed by children between 12 and 20 years old.
Systematically bend and twisted from childhood to be able to do the
incredible things they can with their bodies. The acts however were
fantastic, pyramids of children, juggling of all kinds, a small boy
built a tower of nine chairs with himself standing on his hands on
the top.
A motor dome completed the show. Six motorbikes drove wildly
around in this round cage of steel.
Back to the hotel, tired but suitcases had to be packed and ready to be
picked up in the morning. Rain had stopped and the skyline glittered
like a jewellery box seen from our room at the 21st floor.

view from our room
We got up at 5:30 am. had breakfast at 6, and 6:45 was the
departure for the airport.
Hell! One needs a vacation when we get back home.
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We flew on time, almost, 8:45 but for the third time I was kept back
to open my suitcase, and again the authorities let me go.
This time it was due to the weapons I bought on the trip on Shennan.
Which were bronze copies of old time’s daggers.
We are bound for Xi’an the old emperor town only a two hours flight
from Shanghai, again in a Boeing 737/800.

view from our balcony
The Bell Tower hotel right in the centre of Xi’an and with a private
balcony, slim, maybe half a metre but 8 metres wide.
The weather is perfect and we are supposed to visit the Muslim quarter
today. We have been in many Muslim quarters around the world, so
we skipped the expedition of today and chose instead to visit the Xì’an
provincial museum. But first we had to find lunch.
We were recommended a place only five minutes from our hotel where
they served western food.
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I had them write down the address and used it when I asked a couple
of policemen on the walkway where to find the place. More people came
to see if they could be of any help but finally one of the policemen
took his cell phone and made a call. Then he signalled us to follow
them, (the two policemen). Just around the corner, and there it was two
floors down under the street. I would have loved if some from the group
had seen Lone and I being escorted by two policemen on the pedestrian
street in Xi’an.
At the restaurant “Oyster”, we got the best beefsteaks of the entire
journey, with mashed potatoes and good gravy too.
We chose to walk to the museum, but underestimated the distance.
Finally, but tired we reached the entrance just half an hour before
closing.
The reason for visiting this museum was to see the Wushan man
excavated in Wushan and probably the oldest species of mankind on
earth. Dated to be 2 million years old and parts of the scull and most
of the jaw are exhibited there. On the way back we chose to ride on a
bicycle, not a rickshaw, more simple, but funny and a great
attraction to all the Chinese we met bicycling on the street the 5
kilometres back to the city wall. They all smiled and waved their
hands at us.
This city wall is intact and surrounds the city with 28 kilometres of
wall.
At the Southgate you can go to the top of the wall, which is so wide
that you can drive your car up there. We took a small tourist train the
seven kilometres to the East gate where the very old watchtowers were
worth visiting. I especially fancied the construction of the roof, the
carpenter ship…art.
Many children learn English already from the age of 5 and are often
by their parents pressed to contact foreigners to improve their skills.
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"Hello welcome to China" they say, and the parents want us to take
pictures of their child or even better together with us.
We just happened to be back right before dinner at 7 pm where we
bought the best wine on the journey. After dinner we had coffee with
Karin and Christian with cognac, Martel VSOP.
I got a cold, caused by the air-condition probably. We left early to
avoid the heavy traffic, for the programme of the day.
First stop was a visit to a place where people make copies of the
terracotta soldiers which we were going to see later. Man high soldiers
made of clay. They arrange shipping and anything to help you get a
copy back home.
They also sold all the common junk we see at all the tourist places.

The big scoop of today is the great excavation of more than 6000
terracotta soldiers, a complete army buried with their emperor four
hundred years ago!
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A small train took us to the entrance of this huge area with several
enormous halls where the soldiers, their wagons, their horses all can be
seen as excavated on the spot.
It is amazing one stood there quiet, observing, wondering. Two
farmers dog a well and brought the first clay sculpture to the surface.
That was 30 years ago and started the whole story.

The area is too overwhelming to swallow in one day. We soon had
enough and found a place to rest. Later we all went to a garden, a
park with hot springs and bath facilities. This is also the place where
Chiang Kaicheck was forced to cooperate with Chairman Mao. Due to
the cold of mine I fell asleep in the coach on the way back for the
evening show.
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It started with dumplings, 17 variants placed around the table right
in front of the stage where the Chinese theatre soon will begin.
The show was a mix of Chinese opera, and local folkdances. An act
with drums and cymbals was so funny that I almost got spasm of
laughter. Especially the guy who played the emperor could form
sounds from his mouth I couldn’t believe was possible.
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We were at home at 10 pm to the sound from the great bell in the tower
just outside our private balcony.
Down on the walkway people washed the entrance to the subway.
A 1000 kilometres northeast and we landed in Beijing. It is Monday
the 4th of October. It is a little misty, not so warm but sunny.
From the airport and directly to the hutongs, the old quarter for
common people where a visit inside a private home was arranged.
A number of rickshaws waited to transport us round through the
narrow streets to the family we were going to visit. A tasteless almost
rude situation standing there staring in and around peoples private
homes, even though they are paid. We looked away and left with the
rickshaw, passed a long lake where a lot of people rested and around
were many restaurants preparing for lunch.
We passed a lot of idle rickshaws; it looked like some kind of Mafia
was in control of that business.
The Chinese are extremely authoritarian, afraid of uniforms. We had
a beer at a restaurant and were allowed to smoke even though it was
prohibited. As a policeman approached, the waitress hurried up to have
us hide the ashtray and to finish smoking.
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At the Tiananmen Square our next goal, I asked our guide if it was
here a student stopped a military tank.
Stella, her name was, acted as if she had never heard that story.
Maybe she never did.
The square was packed with people all smiling and waving to us.
Children played with dragons, others just walked around, took
pictures of Mao over the huge gate to the forbidden town.
Our suitcases had not yet arrived at the hotel, we had to be ready for
dinner at six, and half past five our suitcases arrived and were
brought to our room.
The wine they served today was so chilled that dew covered both bottle
and glass. After dinner we strolled around the shopping area on the
famous Wang Fujing pedestrian streets. We watched the incredible
butcher shops and tasted a toasted millipede, it tasted like burned
bacon.

We bought a sword to hang on a wall for Jon and visited a gallery
where two young artist claimed they expose only their own products,
but we have seen thousands of equally mass productions all around.
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We stopped at a cosy café on the corner of the road leading back to our
hotel. Hotel Novotel is a top modern four star hotel and we have no
complains whatsoever.
5/10
Op at 7am, breakfast and off we went to the Forbidden City.
It turned out to be a little sameness to Lone and I, and others from the
group too, walking around all these Chinese buildings glaring at the
same kinds of furniture and decors. Everything looked the same, the
apartments of the emperor and the concubines as well.
It is like a village in the city, with 9.999 apartments, one less than in
the heaven, they told.
We found our way through the crowded area to a restaurant with a
varieté theatre song, dances and strident music all at the same time
as we fought to manage our chopsticks.
But that was not all, then again we were dragged around in a silk
factory, many by their noses – and after that a visit to a Tibetan
hospital where a lot of specialist tried to convince the group that if we
bought herbs for some 100 dollars we would gain a much better health.
Wasn’t it Picasso who said when he sold one of his art pieces, - if the
world wants to be deceived, - let it be!
Tonight is off. Six of us agreed to a unique dinner on the hotel
arranged by the French chef d´cuisine. The others went for a Chinese
opera.
I chose lamb chops and Lone a pepper steak and it was good.
6/10
The morning was misty and warm. We drove 90 kilometres to the
wall, a place less crowded and very beautiful surrounded by small
mountains where you could follow the wall on the rim. A lift brought
us to the top of the wall, but first we had to visit a factory which
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produces the world known vases and things made with the cloisonné
technique, a fine enamel master art, and interesting to watch.

So here we are face to face with the magnificent hills of Manchuria
and the wide wall twining its way over the rims. Fantastic!
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We brought a nice picnic with us, and ate it in the shade of the wall
with the most possible spectacular view.
A couple of hours went by and then we went back to Beijing and a socalled silk marked which was nothing but a mall where you can buy
everything cheap a “genuine” Rolex watch for a dollar. We bought
three one for Tom, Hannibal and Jon. They are still working! I bought
a Georgio Armani suede jacket for 15 dollars. I have used it all winter
and it still looks new.
This, our journey to China, ends of course with the well known
Peking duck.
My cold is getting better, but Lone has got it now. The hot weather,
the high humidity and the air-conditioning did the job. Many suffer
from a pain in the throat. One from the group declined, so he must
have been really sick.
We had the duck at Hotel Hademen, a walking distance from our
hotel. The duck is cut in 101 slices. It had to, if you had to eat it with
chopsticks. The first course was a 1000 year old egg together with a
glass of sweet wine. To the duck they served a snaps 56% alcohol
and we ordered a bottle of The Great Wall. The snaps was “ad libitum”
so suddenly Lone wanted to go home, and that she did.
7/10
A group picture was taken. It was cloudy, warm, the humidity was
high and many suffered from the cold. We have checked out and are
ready for the airport. I had to fix a little problem how to carry the
sword back home to Jon..
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Gry picked us up and welcomed us back home at the airport in
Copenhagen.

/Preben Johan Therkildsen.
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